Abstract. In load balancing games, there is a set of available servers and a set of clients; each client wishes to run her job on some server. Clients are selfish and each of them selects a server that, given an assignment of the other clients to servers, minimizes the latency she experiences with no regard to the global optimum. In order to mitigate the effect of selfishness on the efficiency, we assign taxes to the servers. In this way, we obtain a new game where each client aims to minimize the sum of the latency she experiences and the tax she pays. Our objective is to find taxes so that the worst equilibrium of the new game is as efficient as possible. We present new results concerning the impact of taxes on the efficiency of equilibria, with respect to the total latency of all clients and the maximum latency (makespan).
Introduction
Load balancing games are special cases of the well-known congestion games introduced by Rosenthal [18] . A congestion game Π consists of a set E of resources, each resource e having a non-negative and non-decreasing latency function f e defined over non-negative numbers, and a set of n players. Each player i has a weight (or demand) w i and can select among a set of permissible strategies S i ⊆ 2 E (where each strategy of player i is a set of resources). In general, players may follow mixed strategies, i.e., use a probability distribution over their permissible strategies. An assignment A = (A 1 , ..., A n ) is a vector of strategies, one (possibly mixed) strategy for each player. We mostly refer to pure assignments, i.e., assignments where each player selects a single strategy with probability 1. The cost of a player i at an assignment A is defined as cost i (A) = e∈A i f e (n e (A)), where n e (A) is the total weight of players using resource e in A. The social cost of an assignment can be either the weighted total cost over all players or the maximum latency (makespan) over all resources. A pure (resp., mixed) assignment is a pure (resp., mixed) Nash equilibrium if no player has any incentive to unilaterally deviate to another strategy, i.e., cost i (A) ≤ cost i (A −i , s) for any player i and for any pure (resp., mixed) strategy s, where (A −i , s) is the assignment obtained if just player i deviates from A i to s. In linear congestion games, the latency function of resource e is of the form f e (x) = α e x + β e with non-negative constants α e and β e . We use the terms weighted and unweighted to distinguish between the cases where the clients have different or identical weights.
Load balancing games are congestion games where the strategies of players are singleton sets. In load balancing terminology, we use the terms server and client instead of the terms resource and player. The set of strategies of a client contains the servers that are permissible for the client. A load balancing game is called symmetric when all servers are permissible for any client. Usually, the servers of load balancing games have linear latency functions; an important special case is that of related servers where the latency function of server j is of the form f j (x) = α j x, with α j > 0. Motivated by [8] , we use the term graph balancing games to denote asymmetric load balancing games where each client is unweighted and has at most two permissible servers, and all servers have identical linear latency functions.
Since players act selfishly, load balancing games may reach assignments that do not minimize the social cost. We use the notion of the price of anarchy introduced in [15, 17] to quantify the degradation of the overall system performance. In particular, the price of anarchy of a game Π is the maximum over all pure (or mixed) Nash equilibria of the ratio of the social cost of a pure (or mixed) Nash equilibrium over the social cost of the optimal assignment.
A vast amount of the literature (see [20, 25] and the references therein) studies the complexity of computing equilibria of best and worst social cost and provides bounds on the price of anarchy for various games that can be thought of as special cases of congestion games such as load balancing games, when the social cost is defined as the makespan or the weighed total latency. Awerbuch et al. [1] and, independently, Christodoulou and Koutsoupias [4] prove tight bounds on the price of anarchy of congestion games with respect to the weighted total latency. Among other results concerning polynomial latency functions, they show that the price of anarchy of pure Nash equilibria in unweighted linear congestion games is 5/2 while for mixed Nash equilibria or pure Nash equilibria of weighted players it is 2.618. These bounds carry over to load balancing games [2] and can be improved for interesting special cases [2, 16, 22] . The price of anarchy of weighted load balancing games on m related servers is Θ( log m log log log m ) [7] over mixed Nash equilibria with respect to the makespan. A better tight bound of Θ( log m log log m ) is known for pure Nash equilibria as well as for mixed Nash equilibria at identical servers [7, 14] .
In order to downscale the effect of selfishness to performance, we assign taxes to the servers. Formally, a tax function δ : E × Q + → Q + assigns a tax δ j (w) to each client of weight w that wishes to use server j ∈ E. Furthermore, we assume that clients are not equally sensitive to taxes. In particular, client i has a tax sensitivity γ i > 0. Assuming selfish behavior of the clients, we obtain a new extended game (Π, δ) where each client now aims to minimize the expected latency she experiences plus her disutility due to the taxes she pays at the server she uses. This disutility equals γ i δ j (w i ) when client i selects server j. Again, an assignment y is a pure Nash equilibrium for the extended game if no player has an incentive to unilaterally change her strategy, i.e.,
for any client i that is on server s under the assignment y, where y −i , s * is the assignment produced when client i moves from s to s * .
Like in our previous work [3] on the topic and motivated by [6] , we consider both refundable and non-refundable taxes. In the former case, we assume that the collected taxes can be feasibly returned (directly or indirectly) to the players (e.g., as a "lump-sum refund") and therefore the overall system disutility depends only on the social cost. However, refunding the collected taxes could be logistically or economically infeasible; the latter case models this scenario. We will say that a function δ : E × Q + → Q + is a ρ-pure-efficient refundable tax for the load balancing game Π if the social cost for any pure Nash equilibrium of the extended game is at most ρ times the social cost of the optimal assignment. Similarly, a function δ : E ×Q + → Q + is a ρ-pure-efficient non-refundable tax for the load balancing game Π if the social cost plus the total disutility due to taxes at any pure Nash equilibrium is at most ρ times the social cost of the optimal assignment. Similar definitions apply to the case of mixed Nash equilibria.
The problem of computing optimal taxes has received significant attention in the economics and transportation science literature; the main underlying model in these studies is that of non-atomic congestion games [21] . These games differ from the atomic games that we consider in that each player controls an infinitesimal amount of demand, and, therefore, the actions of a single player cannot affect the overall system performance. The results about taxes in nonatomic congestion games (see for example [5, 6, 10, 13] ) do not carry over to the atomic model. In our previous work [3] , we presented (among several negative and positive results on the influence of taxes, under the assumption that all clients are equally sensitive to taxes) 2-mixed-efficient refundable taxes with respect to the weighted total latency for linear atomic congestion games and a pure-optimal tax function for symmetric load balancing games; this latter result was extended by Fotakis and Spirakis [12] to also hold for network congestion games on series-parallel graphs. Swamy [23] studied more general (e.g., polynomial) latency functions for the case of atomic congestion games with splittable demands and presented taxes that ensure that the optimal assignment is a pure Nash equilibrium.
In this paper we show the following results concerning non-refundable taxes. For the case of graph balancing games and unweighted clients with different sensitivities, we present an 1.618-pure-efficient tax function. This is the first class of asymmetric load balancing games for which an upper bound better than 2 is achieved, while we note that the lower bound of 11/10 presented in [3] also holds for graph balancing games. Recall that the price of anarchy of these games can be at least 2.012 [22] . Our tax function exploits the structure of graph balancing games and also uses the optimal assignment which can be computed in polynomial time. Then, we consider symmetric load balancing games with unweighted clients and servers with polynomial latency functions of degree p. We prove a negative result that no non-refundable tax function can be better than
Note that this lower bound matches the known upper bound on the price of anarchy of these games which is a corollary of the relation to symmetric non-atomic congestion games in [11] and the upper bounds of [19] . Next, we focus on the makespan as the social cost. For the case of pure Nash equilibria and weighted clients on m related servers, we present a 2-pure-efficient tax function, greatly improving upon the Θ( log m log log m ) bound on the price of anarchy presented in [7] . The tax function is defined using a particular fractional schedule of clients to servers. We also present a lower bound that shows that this tax function is best possible. Finally, for mixed Nash equilibria we observe that the introduction of taxes does not mitigate significantly the impact of selfishness, since no better than O( log m log log m )-mixed-efficient taxes exist, even for games with unweighted clients on identical servers.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We begin by presenting, in Section 2, our result concerning graph balancing games. We continue in Section 3 with the negative result about non-refundable taxes in symmetric load balancing games with polynomial latency functions. The results concerning the objective of minimizing the makespan are presented in Section 4.
Efficient Taxes for Graph Balancing Games
In this section, we present 1.618-pure-efficient tax functions for graph balancing games. This is the first subclass of asymmetric load balancing games which is proved to have better than 2-pure efficient taxes. The tax function is simple and exploits the structure of the game. We will assign very small taxes to the servers so that each server is assigned a different tax. So, although we prove the result ignoring the total taxes paid by the clients, this quantity can become arbitrarily small and our result carries over to non-refundable taxes by adding an factor to the efficiency.
Consider a graph balancing game with a set of clients U (with |U| = n) and letδ be such that 0 <δ ≤ 1/ max i γ i , where γ i is the tax sensitivity of client i. First, we compute an optimal assignment and denote by o j the number of clients using server j in this assignment. This computation can be done in polynomial time by a natural reduction to a minimum cost flow problem on a single-source network, similar to the reduction presented in [9] for computing an equilibrium of symmetric congestion games that minimizes Rosenthal's potential. Then, we consider the graph having a node for each server j and an edge between two different nodes j 1 and j 2 for each client that has servers j 1 and j 2 as permissible servers. For each such edge corresponding to a client i, we define the edge's optimal node to be the endpoint corresponding to the server that client i uses in the optimal assignment. We compute an orientation of the edges so that the corresponding directed graph is acyclic. Then, either this directed graph or the one in which all edges have opposite directions have the following property: at most half of the edges point to their non-optimal node. We select the orientation that has this property and assign different taxes from 
We now show that any pure Nash equilibrium for the extended game is a 1 2 -PNE for the original game, i.e., a pure Nash equilibrium that satisfies the property
For each client i, we denote by j i and j i the servers she uses in the pure Nash equilibrium and in the optimal assignment, respectively. Denote by S the set of clients i such that j i = j i . Denote by F the set of clients i such that j i = j i and
implying that client i has no incentive to use the server she uses in the optimal assignment, implies that n ji ≤ n j i , since n ji and n j i are integers and δ ji > δ j i . The condition n ji ≤ n j i + 1 holds for any client i not belonging in S and F since the pure Nash equilibrium for the extended game is also a pure Nash equilibrium for the original game. By the definition of the tax function, we have that
j o j . By considering the equilibrium conditions for all clients, we have
This completes the proof of inequality (1) . In our analysis, we will consider all 1 2 -PNE for the original graph balancing game, and we will show that their price of anarchy is at most
2 . We will need the following technical claim.
Lemma 1. For any non-negative integers x and y,
3 − √ 5 4 x 2 + 3 + √ 5 4 y 2 ≥ xy + 3( √ 5 − 1) 4 y − 3 √ 5 − 5 4 x.
Theorem 1. For any graph balancing game, the tax function described above is a
Proof. We will show that the price of anarchy of any 2 . Again, we denote by n j and o j the number of clients in server j in the 1 2 -PNE and in the optimal assignment, respectively. By inequality (1) and since j n j = j o j , we have that the social cost is
where the first equality follows since j n j = j o j , the second and third equalities are obvious, and the second inequality follows by Lemma 1. We obtain that the price of anarchy is
Broadening the class of load balancing games that admit better than 2-pureefficient taxes (or even pure-optimal taxes) is an interesting open problem.
Non-refundable Taxes in Symmetric Load Balancing
We now proceed to answer in a negative way a question posed in [3] concerning non-refundable taxes in symmetric load balancing games, i.e., whether taxes can diminish the effect of selfishness. Our following theorem suggests that taxes do not help in the case of symmetric load balancing with polynomial latency functions of degree p, since for any tax function, the price of anarchy of the extended game in these games is 
Proof. Let k ≥ 2 be an integer and define λ =
Define y
Consider a game with k clients where each client j has γ j = 1, and k + 1 servers 0, 1, ..., k. Server 0 has latency function x p while each of the other k servers has latency function λx p . The assignment in which server 0 has k − y * clients, y * among the other servers have exactly one client and any other server is empty has cost
In the absence of taxes, the assignment where all clients select server 0 is a pure Nash equilibrium since each of them has a latency of k p and, in case a client decides to choose another server, she would face latency λ > k p . The cost of this equilibrium is cost = k p+1 and the price of anarchy is
Therefore, in order to avoid this assignment as an equilibrium of the extended game, we have to assign taxes in such a way that at least one client has an incentive to change her choice. So, without loss of generality, we assume that there is a tax function δ, for which it holds that δ 0 (w) = α and δ j (w) = 0, for any 1 ≤ j ≤ k. Note that, for any α ≤ λ − k p , the aforementioned assignment remains a pure Nash equilibrium of the extended game, since any client at server 0 would have a cost of k p +α ≤ λ. Now, assume that α = λ−k p + for any > 0. Then, any client would have a incentive to leave server 0 and move to another server. Then, assuming that one client moves, the total cost cost (latency plus taxes) of the resulting assignment would be
Applying similar reasoning, it is not hard to see that by increasing δ 0 (w) = α even more so that more clients have an incentive to leave server 0, the total cost similarly increases. Therefore, the total cost is minimized by setting α = 0.
Observe that lim k→∞ λ k p = 1 and lim k→∞
Hence, for any > 0, by setting k to a sufficiently large value, we obtain that the price of anarchy becomes at least ρ − .
Minimizing the Makespan
In this section we focus on the makespan as the social cost. We consider the wellknown case where servers are related, i.e., server j has latency function α j x. Our upper bound uses tax functions that assign to each server a tax of either 0 or ∞. In this setting, there is no difference between refundable and non-refundable taxes since no client is assigned to a server where it has to pay an infinite tax. Furthermore, the tax sensitivity of each client does not affect her behavior.
Denote by n the number of clients and by m the number of servers. We assume that the servers are sorted in non-decreasing order of α i (i.e., α i ≤ α i+1 ) and clients are sorted in non-increasing order of their weight (i.e., w i ≥ w i+1 ). We define the following procedure that produces fractional schedules of makespan T ≥ i wi i 1/αi . Observe that the quantity i wi i 1/αi is a lower bound on the makespan of any fractional schedule; the numerator is the total weight of the clients and the denominator is the "capacity" of all servers.
1. set j = 1, i = 1, and t = 0; 2.
while i ≤ n do 3.
if
put the remaining weight of client i at server j; 5.
set t = t + α j w i and i = i + 1; 6. else 7.
put weight
, j = j + 1, and t = 0;
What the above procedure is doing is to consider each client (according to their ordering) and put as much of her weight as possible to the server of smallest index so that the latency does not exceed T . This will end up with a fractional schedule in which there exists a server j such that the latency of all servers j ≤ j is exactly T , (if j < m) the latency of server j + 1 is at most T , and the latency of all servers j > j + 1 (if any) is 0. Each client occupies consecutive servers and, furthermore, at most one client may have non-zero weights in two specific consecutive servers.
Given a value of T , the schedule produced by the procedure above is called 2-feasible if for any client i and any two consecutive servers j and j + 1, it holds that α j w = T * . We now describe the tax function. We partition the clients into groups according to their weight, so that two clients i 1 and i 2 belong to same group when w i1 = w i2 . We denote by w * g the weight corresponding to group g. Let S g denote the set of servers that contain non-zero weights of clients belonging to group g in the fractional schedule of makespan T * . If |S g | = 1, then we set δ j (w * g ) = 0 for the server j ∈ S g and δ j (w * g ) = ∞ for any other server j / ∈ S g . Otherwise, when |S g | > 1, we distinguish between two cases depending on whether the last server of S g (i.e., the one with the larger index) contains only clients of group g or also clients of different groups. In the first case, we set δ j (w * g ) = 0 for any server j ∈ S g and δ j (w * g ) = ∞ for any other server j / ∈ S g , while in the second case, we set δ j (w * g ) = 0 for the |S g | − 1 servers of S g with smallest index and δ j (w * g ) = ∞ for any other server j . In any case, we denote with ∆ g the set of servers j for which δ j (w * g ) = 0. We show the following result. = T * . Then, all clients with smaller index than i are fractionally scheduled at servers 1, ..., j which have latency exactly T * . In any integral schedule, either all of the clients 1, ..., i will be scheduled to servers 1, ..., j or some of them will be scheduled at some server with larger index than j. In the first case, the makespan will be at least T * since the total weight of clients assigned to servers 1, ..., j does not decrease compared to the fractional schedule. In the second case, a client of weight at least w i will be assigned to a server j with α j ≥ α j+1 ≥ α j . This server will have latency at
* . Now, we show that there exists an integral schedule with makespan at most 2T * in which each client in group g selects a server from the set ∆ g . The clients that have non-zero weight in the server of S g with the smallest index are scheduled in this server. Each other client of group g for which the server with largest index containing a non-zero amount of her weight in the fractional schedule is j is scheduled at server j − 1. In this way, the total weight of any server j may increase by at most the weight of clients in server j +1 in the fractional schedule. Since α j ≤ α j+1 , the latency at server j will not exceed 2T * . Observe that the tax function essentially divides the original game into subgames in the following sense. In any pure Nash equilibrium, the clients of group g with |∆ g | = 1 are forced to use the server of ∆ g . The clients of group g with |∆ g | > 1 play a symmetric game with linear latency functions at server j of the form α j x + β j . Here, β j denotes the latency at server j due to clients not belonging to group g which are forced to use server j. Furthermore, by the definition of the tax function, the sets ∆ g with size more than 1 are disjoint and, hence, the corresponding sets of clients do not interfere. It is not hard to see that any equilibrium in each subgame of clients of group g has the minimum possible integral makespan, i.e., at most 2T * . This completes the proof of the theorem.
The next theorem states that this tax function is best possible. The proof is omitted; it will appear in the final version. Unfortunately, taxes cannot significantly improve the price of anarchy with respect to the makespan over mixed Nash equilibria. To show this, we use a construction that we have also used in [3] to lower-bound the efficiency of taxes at mixed Nash equilibria with respect to the total latency. The construction applies to symmetric load balancing games with identical clients and identical servers and the proof follows by a standard balls-to-bins argument. Notice that all clients have the same probability distribution. It can be verified that y is a mixed Nash equilibrium of the extended game.
In order to compute the expected makespan, it suffices to observe that it is the expectation of the maximum number of balls at any bin when m balls are thrown independently at m bins according to the probability distribution y. It is well-known (e.g., see [24] ) that this expectation is minimized to Θ log m log log m when y is the uniform distribution. Thus, we obtain the following statement. 
